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Research User Group Roles
The following is a short description of the many different roles that members of our
Research User Group undertake.

Within Primary Care Projects:
Advisory Group Member
Co-applicant on Research Grants
Trial Management Group
Trial Steering Committee

Within the Research User Group as a whole:
Research User Group Steering Group member
Research User Group Buddy

Within the IAU:
Implementation Task and Finish Projects

Within the School

Within the FUCLG:
RUG member on the Steering Group

Across the University:
Simulated Patients

Externally:
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Opportunities within the NIHR
European Patient Groups

Please ask the PPIE team for a specific Role Description which will give you more comprehensive
information on the role that you have been asked to undertake.
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Advisory Group Member
Some Project Advisory Group meetings may be stand-alone meetings early on
in the project life.
If the project is funded, then they will be held at key points where a patient
perspective is required across the project timeline e.g. one prefunding, one to
look at public facing documents, one to look at the results and one for looking at
how the results can be shared at research conferences but also with the wider public
and health professionals in order to implement the results into practice.

Co-Applicant on Research Grants
Public co-applicants can be valuable members of the research team, having an
input into the development of the grant application and ensuring that the study
remains centred on patients’ needs.
It is expected that researchers will discuss with the co-applicant what the role will
involve. This will vary depending on the specific requirements for patient and
public involvement of the research study, and the skills, interests and desires
of the public co-applicant. If a study gets funded, a Public Co-applicant can become
part to the research team, managing the project, known as the Trial Management
Group.

Trial Management Group
A Trial Management Group (TMG) (or sometimes known as a Study Management
Group) is responsible for the set-up, day to day running and analysis of a clinical
trial. It meets regularly, typically monthly, and reviews the ongoing progress and
conduct of the trial.
The Trial Management Group usually has one or more members who are PPIE
members. It is important to involve people with experience of the condition to
ensure the trial activities are considered from a patient perspective although it may be
agreed between the public members and the team, which meetings would be
most appropriate for them to attend as not all co-applicants wish to attend every
month.

Trial Steering Committee
The Trial Steering Committee is the executive body that has overall oversight of the
trial. Research User Group members can be valuable members of the research
team, having a role to play in the management and governance of the trial.
The Trial Steering Committee is comprised of independent members and some
members of the trial team. Each committee member, including PPIE members,
brings a different perspective, experience and knowledge to the trial team.
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Research User Group Steering Group Member
Under the direction of the Patient and Public Involvement and Engagement (PPIE)
team, the purpose of the Steering Group is to support the interests, activities and
advancement of the wider Research User Group.
The group is presently restricted to a maximum number of fifteen RUG members
plus the PPIE academic lead, the coordinator who also acts as the chair, and
three members of the PPIE team with a (quorate) minimum of 6 members needed
to hold a meeting.
Membership of the group is currently for a voluntary period of 5 years and
meetings are held six times a year.

Research User Group Buddy Scheme
This is a mentoring-type scheme in which more experienced RUG members attend
meetings with new or less experienced members, to provide support, reassurance and a
friendly face. This is in addition to the support already provided by the PPIE team,
It aims to provide reassurance to new members that they are not alone by providing
support from someone who has personal experience of being a public contributor at
Keele. RUG Buddies will be supported in their role by the PPIE team.

Implementation Task and Finish Projects
Check with Laura for a description

Faculty Users and Carers Liaison Group
This group brings together PPIE leads and public contributors from each of the ?
across the Faculty for Health and Medicine? The aim of this group is to ….?
There are many opportunities for members of the public to get involved within these
……. being involved in the education of future health professionals: physio’s,
pharmacists, nurses and doctors as well as the development of health research and
health services both regionally nationally and internationally. See website?for more
details
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External Opportunities
There are also many different opportunities within different external funding and
charity organisations advertised regularly on their websites.
Links to NIHR, CRN,ARC,V.A., CCG’s PILAR

Regional across the West Midlands

National

Intenational
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PUBLIC
INVOLVEMENT
IN RESEARCH

‘Public involvement

in research often
provides a route to
effecting change
and improvement in
issues which
concern people
most’

“The Research User Group is a vital
link between the Keele medical
researchers and the general public….
Satisfaction is gained on learning
that our contributions are not only
heard but acted on.”
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All members of the
public who have an
input into our
research and
implementation
within the School
for Primary
Community and
Social Care become
a member of our
ever expanding
Research User
Group. This ensures
that all members
have the ongoing
support of the team

Picture of RUG members or
people from front cover

“I still have my condition
but my experiences and
other peoples can help
to change things, we live
daily with the problems
and our knowledge is
invaluable”

“I have really enjoyed meeting the
other users; we all have the same
fears, but now I have the passion
for getting the user perspective
heard”
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What is Research?
The term research means different things to different people, but it
is essentially about finding out new knowledge that could lead to
changes to treatments, policies or care
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All our work is guided by the UK Standards for Public Involvement
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Any Questions?
What type of activities do RUG members get involved in?
 You could be asked to attend a Patient Advisory Group meeting alongside
researchers and other members of the community who have experience of
living with the condition or using the service, that researchers want to look
at.
What would I be expected to do at this meeting
 You could help the researchers decide what are the important questions to
research.
 You could comment on any paperwork that will be going out to the general
public helping to make sure it is clear and easy to understand
 You could offer to be a Co-applicant on the project, being part of the
research team and able to attend team meetings as and when needed.
 You could offer to sit on the Steering group that has oversight of the overall
management of the project if it is funded.
 You could agree to look at further documents at home commenting by
email or post as the study progresses.

‘If the research is seeking to answer a question that is meaningful to the patient
community, it may mean that the research is more likely to be implemented in practice’
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Why would my input be important?
 We want to keep the patient perspective at the heart of our research
 You have the experience of living with your condition 24/7. This an
expertise that no one else in the research team has, so you can bring a
unique patient perspective to the research design, management and
implementation into practice by GP’s, nurses, physio’s and other health
professionals.
How can my Patient Perspective improve the quality of the
research design?
 Your personal knowledge of the health condition can advise researchers on
issues such as
o Is this research seeking to answer a question that is meaningful to the
patient community? What can you see as the ‘impact on patients if this
research was implemented into practice’?
o What themes (areas around living with the condition or accessing this
service) would be important to include in
interviews with their study participants
o Making sure there will be no practical aspects of
being a participant in a clinical trial that might be
too burdensome for the participants in their daily
lives
o Helping to interpret the research findings – what
do you think the participants meant when they
made these comments within the interview?
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“I think that being
involved from the very
start of the journey of the
project is very important,
as you can help to advise
or steer the project in the
right direction. Having
input from the word go
has helped lots of projects
to get the funding that is
needed for their work to
continue. Plus, you feel
valued that what you are
saying is being listened
to.”

What Support could I expect?
 The PPIE team will always support new members by attending their
first meeting with them or buddying them up with an existing member
of our Research User group
 We will provide you with a glossary of the scientific terms use within
our meeting
 We will work with the study team and the Chair of the meeting to
make sure that your needs are met and that they are able to answer
any questions you may have
 The PPIE team will welcome any comments that you have to make on
your experience whether positive or negative as our aim is to try to
ensure meaningful involvement for al
 We will endeavour to reserve you a parking space and provide you
with expense forms to claim back any travelling expenses
Insert picture

HAVE ENJOYED EVERY MOMENT AT KEELE,
THE STAFF ARE APPROACHABLE AND
SUPPORTIVE, ESPECIALLY THE PPIE TEAM. I
WHOLEHEARTEDLY ENCOURAGE ANYONE
WHO FITS THE BILL TO CONSIDER BECOMING
PART OF THE RUG, IT CERTAINLY
EMPOWERS YOU AND THE PATIENTS VOICE IS
ALWAYS TAKEN SERIOUSLY.
Rug member
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Any Tips?
Confidence Boosters
Make sure that you have received and read the Project Lay Summary
before attending the meeting. This will help you to understand:


What the question is that the researchers are trying to answer.



How they are going to do this.



What part of the project is going to be discussed within this
particular meeting.



What parts of the project does the researcher want your
comments on.

Ask the PPIE team for a copy of the PPIE Glossary which explains
many of the commonly used research terms in plain language

Confidence Boosters
The following points may help you to feel confident when
commenting at meetings:


Recognise and respect the right of others to voice their point of
view



Remember people are less likely to be aware of your nerves
than you think they are



Keep your contributions positive, short and to the point
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